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Various methods have been recently employed to characterise the structure of biological networks. In particular, the concept of
network motif and the related one of coloured motif have proven useful to model the notion of a functional/evolutionary building
block. However, algorithms that enumerate all the motifs of a network may produce a very large output, and methods to decide
which motifs should be selected for downstream analysis are needed. A widely used method is to assess if the motif is exceptional,
that is, over- or under-represented with respect to a null hypothesis. Much eﬀort has been put in the last thirty years to derive
P-values for the frequencies of topological motifs, that is, ﬁxed subgraphs. They rely either on (compound) Poisson and Gaussian
approximations for the motif count distribution in Erd¨ os-R´ enyi random graphs or on simulations in other models. We focus on a
diﬀerentdeﬁnitionofgraphmotifsthatcorrespondstocolouredmotifs.Acolouredmotifisaconnectedsubgraphwithﬁxedvertex
coloursbutunspeciﬁedtopology.Ourworkistheﬁrstanalyticalattempttoassesstheexceptionalityofcolouredmotifsinnetworks
without any simulation. We ﬁrst establish analytical formulae for the mean and the variance of the count of a coloured motif in an
Erd¨ os-R´ enyi random graph model. Using simulations under this model, we further show that a P´ olya-Aeppli distribution better
approximates the distribution of the motif count compared to Gaussian or Poisson distributions. The P´ olya-Aeppli distribution,
andmoregenerally the compoundPoisson distributions,are indeed well designed tomodel counts of clumping events. Altogether,
these results enable to derive a P-value for a coloured motif, without spending time on simulations.
Copyright © 2009 Sophie Schbath et al. This is an open access article distributed under the Creative Commons Attribution
License, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly
cited.
1.Introduction
Descriptions of biological networks serve two main pur-
poses. On the one hand, it enables to address questions
related to the evolution of the network, that is, how
such a complex structure has been set up in the course
of evolution. On the other hand, structural analysis can
be seen as a ﬁrst necessary step prior to a dynamical
analysis which in turn enables to simulate networks and to
study their response to perturbation. Usually, three main
classes of biological networks are considered [1]: protein
interaction, gene regulatory, and metabolic. When analysing
their structure, these networks are usually modelled as
graphs, where vertices represent molecules (metabolites,
genes, and proteins) and edges (directed or undirected)
represent interactions between these molecules (the direc-
tion, when it is known, indicating which molecule is acting
upon the other). For instance, in the case of a gene
regulatory network, vertices correspond to genes and there
is a directed edge from a gene coding for a transcription
factor to every gene that this transcription factor regu-
lates.
T h es t r u c t u r eo fab i o l o g i c a ln e t w o r km a yb ea p p r e -
hended by using a variety of measures, such as vertex degree2 EURASIP Journal on Bioinformatics and Systems Biology
[2], degree correlation [3], or average shortest path length
[4].
In this paper, we focus on the concept of motif. A
network motif has been initially deﬁned as a pattern of
interconnections which occurs unexpectedly often in a
network [5, 6]. The assumption generally made is that
subnetworks sharing the same topology will be functionally
similar. Over- (resp., under-) represented subnetworks may
therefore correspond to conserved (resp., avoided) and thus
important (resp., vital/detrimental) cellular functions. In
the context of regulatory networks, simple patterns such as
loops may be interpreted as logical circuits controlling the
dynamic behaviour of a network. If the over- and under-
representations of network motifs are often assessed via
simulations of random networks in practice, approximations
of the subgraph count distribution in various random graph
models have been proposed in the literature. Some of these
approximations can be found in the book by Janson et al. [7]
or in more recent studies such as those by Stark [8], Itzkovitz
et al. [9], Camacho et al. [10], and Picard et al. [11].
A limitation of the notion of topological motif is that in
many cases the same subgraph may in fact correspond to dif-
ferent functions, depending on the nature of the vertices that
compose it. This is typically the case for metabolic networks
whose fullest representation is in terms of a bipartite graph
with two sets of vertices, one corresponding to reactions
and the other to chemical compounds, those reactions are
required as input or produced as output. Topological motifs
which neglect vertex labels (for the reactions and/or the
compounds) may associate completely diﬀerent chemical
transformations, while motifs that took such labels into
account but enforced topological isomorphism would miss
the fact that some sets of similar transformations may occur
in diﬀerent order. A biological example of the latter is
given in the simple case of linear sets of transformations
in Figure 1, where rectangles are reactions and circles
are compounds. More complex examples are discussed in
Lacroix et al. [12].
Moreover, in some situations, as, for example, in the case
of protein interaction networks, the topology of the network
is not fully known. Indeed, high-throughput experiments
usedtoobtainlarge-scaleproteininteractiondataarenotori-
ouslynoisy,thatis,theymaydetectinteractionswhenthereis
none (false positive) and they may miss existing interactions
(false negative). In this context, it may be inadequate to look
for exact repetitions of a pattern. An alternative deﬁnition
hasthusbeenproposed,whereamotifisdeﬁnedbyusingthe
labels of its vertices and only connectedness of the induced
subgraph is required [12].
A coloured motif is deﬁned as a multiset of colours
(vertex labels), that is, a motif may contain colours whose
multiplicity are greater than 1. The cardinality of a motif,
that is, of the multiset, will be called the size of a motif. An
occurrence of a motif is deﬁned as a connected subgraph
whose labels match the motif.
The enumeration of coloured motifs is a nontrivial task
which has been the subject of several works [12, 13]w h i c h
allowed to establish the complexity of the problem and
provide algorithms to eﬃciently detect all the occurrences of
a motif in a graph. In practice, current methods now allow
to enumerate all the motifs of size 7 of a graph representing
the metabolic network of a bacterium in less than two hours.
Beyond the time complexity of the task, a major challenge
that remains open is to make sense of the potentially very
large output of such an enumeration procedure, especially
w h e nt h ef o c u si sn o to nas i n g l em o t i fb u to na l lm o t i f s
of a given size. Ideally, one would need a method to rank
the motifs according to their biological relevance in order to
prioritise a small number of motifs for downstream analysis.
However, the notion of biological relevance is generally ill
deﬁned, and a classically used approximation is its statistical
signiﬁcance (or exceptionality).
The exceptionality of a coloured motif, that is the
over- or under-representation of the motif with respect
to a null model, can be assessed by comparing the
observed count of occurrences of a motif to the expected
count of the same motif under a null hypothesis. Up
to now, this procedure was performed (e.g., in MOTUS
[14], http://pbil.univ-lyon1.fr/software/motus/) using simu-
lations: a large number of random graphs were generated
and the motif of interest was sought in each one, generating
an empirical distribution of the motif count to which the
observed count could be compared in order to derive a z-
score and a P-value. The main limitation of this procedure
is that it adds a multiplicative factor to the time complexity
of the algorithm. Moreover, it is not trivial to choose the
optimal number of simulations to perform in order to get
a satisfactory estimation of the P-value. As a rule of thumb,
in order to estimate quite accurately a P-value of 1 over 10i,
at least 10i+2 simulations should be performed.
In this paper, we propose a new approach for assessing
the exceptionality of coloured motifs which do not require
simulations and therefore circumvents the previously men-
tioned limitations. We were able to establish exact analytical
formulae for the mean and the variance of the count of
a coloured motif in an Erd¨ os-R´ enyi (ER) random graph
model. Thanks to these results, one can now derive a z-score
for each motif and therefore rank them according to their
exceptionality. We then worked on modelling the complete
distribution of the count of a coloured motif in an ER
r a n d o mg r a p hm o d e l .T ot h i sp u r p o s e ,w ep e r f o r m e dal a r g e
number of simulations, using diﬀerent colour frequencies
for the motif and diﬀerent number of vertices and edges for
the graph. We could establish that the Poisson distribution
was not appropriate whereas the P´ olya-Aeppli distribution
was a good and better approximation than the commonly
used Gaussian distribution. The choice of a P´ olya-Aeppli
distribution was driven by the following facts: (i) motif
occurrences overlap in a network, as shown in Figure 1; (ii)
compound Poisson distributions are particularly adapted to
modelcountsofclumpingevents[15,Chapter9];(iii)P´ olya-
Aeppli approximations are eﬃcient for the count of words in
letter sequences [16]. These results can in turn be used to
derive a P-value for each motif, and, therefore, to introduce
a cut-oﬀ for deciding which motifs should be selected for
downstream analysis.
To our knowledge, there has been no previous work on
the signiﬁcance of coloured motifs in random graphs. This isEURASIP Journal on Bioinformatics and Systems Biology 3
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Figure 1: Similar sets of transformations in the metabolic network of the bacterium Escherichia coli.
the reason why we started by focusing on the more general
random graph model that is available. We are aware that this
may not be the most suitable model to describe the structure
of a biological network. However, we argue that this work
providesa ﬁrstnecessary basiswhichcanlaterbe extended to
richer models, such as the promising mixture of Erd¨ os-R´ enyi
models proposed by Daudin et al. [17].
2. Deﬁnitions andNotations
Coloured Random Graph Model. We consider a random
graph G with n vertices {V1,...,Vn}. We assume that
random edges are independent and distributed according to
a Bernoulli distribution with parameter p ∈]0,1] (the so-
called Erd¨ os-R´ enyi model). Moreover, vertices are randomly
and independently coloured as follows. Let C be a ﬁnite set
of r diﬀerent colours and f a probability measure on C: f (c)
is then the probability for a vertex to be coloured with c ∈ C.
In a metabolic network, the colours of reaction
vertices can represent classes of chemical transforma-
tions; in regulation networks, the colours of gene ver-
tices can represent functional classes. For deﬁning these
classes, the EC number hierarchy (http://www.chem.qmul.ac
.uk/iubmb/enzyme/)o rG e n eO n t o l o g y( http://www.gene-
ontology.org/GO.doc.shtml) is classically used.
Coloured Motif. We consider motifs as introduced in Lacroix
et al. [12] :a( c o l o u r e d )m o t i fm of size k is a multiset of k
colours {m1,...,mk}∈Ck.Coloursfromamotifmaynotbe
diﬀerent,thatis,onemayhavemi = mj forsome1 ≤ i, j ≤ k.
Wethendenotebysm(c)themultiplicityofthecolourc inm.
When there is no ambiguity, sm(c) will simply be denoted by
1
3 2
45
9
10
6
7
8
m ={ }
Figure 2: Example of a graph and a motif. The motif m occurs
three times in the graph, at positions {2,4,5,9},{1,3,7,8},a n d
{3,6,7,8}.
s(c). The notion of multiplicity of a single colour in m willbe
extended to a multiset of colours in Section 3.2.
Motif Occurrences. We now deﬁne an occurrence of such a
coloured motif. To this purpose, we introduce the following
notation.Ifi1,i2,...,ik arek diﬀerentindicesfrom {1,...,n},
then G(i1,i2,...,ik) represents the subgraph of G induced by
thevertices {Vi1,...,Vik}.L etIk bethesetofallthesubsetsof
size k from {1,...,n}. We say that a motif m ={ m1,...,mk}
occurs at position α ={ i1,...,ik}∈Ik if and only if G(α)
is connected and the colours of G(α), denoted by C(α),
are exactly {m1,...,mk}. Ik corresponds, then, to the set of
possible positions for the occurrence of a motif of size k.
Figure 2 gives an example of a motif and its occurrences.
Number of Occurrences. We introduce the random indicator
variable Yα(m) which equals one if motif m occurs at4 EURASIP Journal on Bioinformatics and Systems Biology
position α ∈ Ik in G and zero, otherwise
Yα(m) = I{m occurs at position α},( 1 )
where Yα(m) is then a Bernoulli random variable whose
expectation is denoted by μ(m):
μ(m) = EYα(m) = P(m occurs at position α). (2)
The probability μ(m)f o rm to occur at position α will be
given in Section 3.1.
The number of occurrences of the motif m in the graph
G,d e n o t e db yN(m), is deﬁned by
N(m) =

α∈Ik
Yα(m). (3)
3. Mean and Variancefor the Count
This section will provide analytical formulae for the mean
and the variance of the number of occurrences of a coloured
motif in a random graph. It involves the computation of
some probabilities of connectedness. The generalisation to
the number of occurrences of a set a coloured motifs will be
done in the supplementary material.
3.1. Mean Number of Occurrences. The mean number of
occurrences of the motif m in the graph G simply follows
from the count expression (3):
EN(m) =

α∈Ik
EYα(m) =

n
k

μ(m), (4)
where μ(m) is the occurrence probability of the motif and is
given below by (6).
Occurrence Probability. The probability μ(m)f o rm to occur
at position α = (i1,...,ik) is simply equal to the product
of two probabilities: the probability that G(α) is connected
and the probability to assign colours {m1,...,mk} to vertices
{Vi1,...,Vik}. The latter, denoted by γ(m), follows from the
multinomial distribution
γ(m) =
k!

c∈C s(c)!
k 
i=1
f

mi

,( 5 )
leading to
μ(m) = g(k, p) × γ(m), (6)
where g(k, p) denotes the probability for a random graph
(Erd¨ os-R´ enyi model) with k vertices and edge probability p
to be connected (by deﬁnition, 0! = 1).
ConnectivityProbability. Theprobabilityg(k, p)iscalculated
recursively [18] as follows:
g(k, p) = 1 −
k−1 
i=1

k −1
i −1

g(i, p)(1 − p)
i(k−i),( 7 )
where g(1, p) = 1. For instance, for 2 ≤ k ≤ 5, which is
typically the range for the motif size in practice, we have
g(2, p) = p,
g(3, p) = 3p2 −2p3,
g(4, p) = 16p3 −33p4 +2 4p5 −6p6,
g(5, p) = 125p4 −528p5 + 970p6 −980p7
+ 570p8 −180p9 +24p10.
(8)
3.2. Variance of the Number of Occurrences. Getting the
variance is much more involved. We start from VarN(m) =
EN2(m) − (EN(m))
2 and we have to compute the moment
of order two
EN2(m) =

α∈Ik

β∈Ik
E
	
Yα(m)Yβ(m)


. (9)
First, the sums over α and β are calculated according to the
number   of vertices shared by the subgraphs G(α)a n dG(β):
EN2(m) =
k 
 =0

|α∩β|= 
E
	
Yα(m)Yβ(m)


. (10)
Second, we use the fact that Yα(m)a n dYβ(m) are indicator
variables which lead to E[Yα(m)Yβ(m)] = P(Yα(m) =
1a n dYβ(m) = 1). These random variables are not indepen-
dent but the above probability can be written as
E
	
Yα(m)Yβ(m)


= K(α,β) ×Qm(α,β), (11)
with
K(α,β) = P(G(α)a n dG(β) are connected),
Qm(α,β) = P

C(α) = C(β) =

m1,...,mk

.
(12)
The terms K(α,β)a n dQm(α,β) are now separately calcu-
lated.
Computation of Qm(α,β). Let   =| α ∩ β|; the subgraphs
G(α)a n dG(β)h a v et h u s  vertices in common, with 0 ≤
  ≤ k.L e tm∗ ⊂ m such that |m∗|=  and denote
m− = m \ m∗; m∗ represents the colours of the   vertices
shared by G(α)a n dG(β). The multiplicity of colour c ∈ C
in m∗ (resp., in m−)i sd e n o t e db ys∗(c)( r e s p . ,s−(c)). To
calculate P(C(α) = C(β) = m), we start by choosing the  
colours m∗ of G(α) ∩ G(β)( e v e n tw i t hp r o b a b i l i t yγ(m∗)),
then the (k −  ) remaining colours m− are spread over both
G(α) \ (G(α) ∩ G(β)) (event with probability γ(m−)) and
G(β)\(G(α)∩G(β)) (event with probability γ(m−)). Finally,
one just has to sum over all possible diﬀerent m∗ ⊂ m which
is equivalent to summing over all m∗ ⊂ m and dividing each
term by the multiplicity of m∗ in m.T h i sl e a d st o
Qm(α,β) =

m∗⊂m
γ

m∗	
γ

m−
2
s

m∗ , (13)
where s(m∗) = sm(m∗) is the multiplicity of m∗ in m.F o r
instance, if C ={ 1,2,3}, m ={ 1,3,1,2},a n d  = 2, then
the multiplicity of m∗ ={ 1,3} in m equals 2 whereas the
multiplicity of m∗ ={ 1,1} equals 1.EURASIP Journal on Bioinformatics and Systems Biology 5
Computation of K(α,β). Let again   =| α ∩ β|.I f  =
0( i . e . ,G(α)a n dG(β) are disjoint) or   = 1( i . e . ,
G(α)a n dG(β) have a unique vertex in common) then
the events {G(α) is connected} and {G(β) is connected} are
independent leading to
K(α,β) = g2(k, p), if   = 0o r1 . (14)
Another easy case is when   = k because it means that β = α
and therefore
K(α,β) = g(k, p), if   = k. (15)
For the other cases, no general formulae have been found so
far but for small values of k one can automatically enumerate
all the solutions thanks to the edge binary tree, as described
below. As an illustration, the case k = 3( a n d  = 2) will be
detailed.
The principle is to work conditionally to the subgraph
G(α) ∩G(β)
P(G(α)a n dG(β) are connected)
=

G 
P(G(α) ∩G(β) = G
 )
×
	
P(G(α) connected | G(α) ∩ G(β) = G )

2,
(16)
where G  is any subgraph of   vertices. Since k is typically
small, both probabilities can be computed by enumerating
all possible subgraphs G  and G(α). This can be done by
traversing the complete edge binary tree associated to the
k(k − 1)/2p o t e n t i a le d g e so fG(α), that is, to the binary
tree whose branches are labelled according to the presence
or absence of edges in the subgraph G(α). This tree is
composed of k(k − 1)/2 levels, one for each potential edge
and each internal vertex in this tree has two sons: the
left one corresponds to the presence of the corresponding
edge in the graph whereas the right one corresponds to its
absence. It follows that each path from the root to a leaf
corresponds to one of the 2k(k−1)/2 possible graphs of size k.
Figure 3 gives an example for k = 3. Vertices are labelled
{i, j,u}, the higher level corresponds to the edge (i, j), the
middle one corresponds to the edge (i,u), and the lower
level corresponds to the edge (j,u). Leaves corresponding
to connected graphs are drawn with a square. In practice,
the connectedness of a graph can be checked thanks to its
adjacency matrix to the power k − 1. Indeed, a graph of size
k with adjacency matrix A is connected if and only if Ak−1
containsnozero(everyvertexcanbereachedfromanyvertex
in at most k − 1 steps). Additionally, the binary tree is built
such that all pairs of common vertices between G(α)a n d
G(β) are at the top levels. The probability of each connected
graph of size k can then be easily calculated when traversing
the tree and likewise for both probabilities appearing in (16).
As an illustration, we now detail the computation for
k = 3a n d  = 2. Let i and j be the two common vertices
between G(α)a n dG(β), and let u be the third vertex of G(α)
(α ={ i, j,u}). The edge binary tree is given by Figure 3.I n
this case, there are only two subgraphsG  with  = 2v e rt i c e s :
either i and j are connected (probability p) or they are not
connected (probability 1 − p). In Figure 3, we indicate with
a dashed horizontal line the separation between edges in G 
(theconditioningevent)andedgesinG(α)\G .Ov erall,with
k = 3, there are four possible connected subgraphs G(α): the
triangle(labelledby“a”)andthethreepossible“Vs”(labelled
by “b”, “c”, and “d”). The probability that G(α) is connected
given i↔j is obtained from cases “a” (probability p2), “b”
(probability p(1 − p)), and “c” (probability p(1 − p))
P(G(α) connected | i ←→ j) = p2 +2p(1 − p) = 2p − p2.
(17)
The probability that G(α) is connected given that i is not
connected with j is obtained from case “d” (probability p2),
leading to
P(G(α)a n dG(β) are connected)
= p ×
	
2p − p2
2 +(1− p) ×
	
p2
2
= 4p3 −3p4.
(18)
Usingthisalgorithm,weﬁndthefollowingresultsfork =
3a n dk = 4( k = 2 can be processed with the trivial formulae
(14)o r( 15)):
k = 3,   = 2: K(α,β) = 4p3 −3p4,
k = 4,   = 2: K(α,β) = 64p5 −160p6 + 100p7
+7 7p8 − 136p9 +6 8p10 −12p11,
k = 4,   = 3: K(α,β) = 27p4 −60p5 +4 6p6 −12p7.
(19)
Finally, we obtained analytical formulae for the variance.
4. Towards the Motif Count Distribution:
ASimulatedApproach
Aim. No theoretical results exist so far on the distribution
of coloured motifs in random graphs. In this paper, we
propose an approximation for this distribution. Thanks
to simulations, we ﬁrst studied the quality of the normal
approximation which is classically assumed, especially when
using z-scores [5, 12]. However, network motif occurrences
tend to overlap in networks. It is well known from prob-
ability theory that compound Poisson distributions are
more relevant than Gaussian distributions to model the
count of rare and clumping events. Besides, a compound
Poisson approximation for the count of particular subgraphs
(topological network motifs) has been proposed by Stark
[8] under certain asymptotic conditions on the ER random
graph model. Moreover, by analogy with pattern occur-
rences in letter sequences [16], Picard et al. [11] recently
investigated a particular compound Poisson approximation,
namely, a P´ olya-Aeppli approximation, and concluded that
this distribution ﬁts well the count of topological network
motifs.TheP´ olya-Aepplidistribution(denotedbyPA)with
parameters (λ,a) is the distribution of

C
c=1Kc, where the
number of clumps C is Poisson distributed (C∼P(λ)) and
thesizeKc oftheclumpsisgeometricallydistributed(P(Kc =6 EURASIP Journal on Bioinformatics and Systems Biology
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Figure 3: Complete edge binary tree for vertices i, j,a n du. Branches are labelled according to the presence or absence of edges: label ij,f o r
instance, means that i and j are connected, whereas ijmeans the opposite. Leafs which correspond to connected subgraphs are represented
by a square.
k) = (1 − a)ak). Its mean is equal to λ/(1 − a) and its
varianceequalsλ(1+a)/(1−a)
2.Wehavethenalsoconsidered
the P´ olya-Aeppli approximation. We did not investigate the
Poisson approximation because, as we can see on Table 1, the
variance of the count (whatever the coloured motif) is quite
diﬀerent from the mean count.
Simulation Design. We have simulated 10000 Erd¨ os-R´ enyi
random graphs with n vertices (n ∈{ 100,500,1000})a n d
edge probability P ∈{ .05,.01,.005}.V e r t i c e sh a v eb e e n
randomly coloured with 5 colours (C ={ 1,2,3,4,5})
and according to the following colour frequencies: f =
(50,25,10,5,1)/91. These choices for n, p,a n df allow to
get coloured motifs of size 3 with a wide range of expected
counts. We have then selected 14 motifs of size 3 to cover
both this variety of counts and diﬀerent multiplicity pat-
tern: {1,1,1}, {1,2,2}, {1,2,3}, {1,1,4}, {1,3,4}, {1,1,5},
{2,4,4}, {4,4,4}, {2,4,5}, {3,4,5}, {1,5,5}, {3,5,5},
{4,5,5},a n d{5,5,5}.
For each motif and each couple (n, p), we then obtained
an empirical distribution which has been compared with
both the normal distribution N( EN(m),  VarN(m)) and the
P´ olya-Aeppli distribution PA( λ,  a)w i t h λ = (1 − a) EN(m)
and  a = [ VarN(m) −  EN(m)]/[ VarN(m)+ EN(m)] (see
Figure 4 for 4 representative examples).
Quality of Approximation. To measure this quality, we
adopted two criteria: (1) the Kolmogorov-Smirnov distance
which measures the maximal diﬀerence between the empir-
ical cumulative distribution function (cdf)  F and the cdf of
the normal or the P´ olya-Aeppli distribution. The closer to 0
the KS distance, the better the approximation. (2) 1 minus
the empirical cdf calculated at the 99% and 99.9% quantiles
of the normal or of the P´ olya-Aeppli distribution. The closer
to 1% and 0.1% these values, the better the approximation.
Results. Results for diﬀerent values of n and p are very
similar. We only present here the ones corresponding to
n = 500 and P = .01 because these values are very close to
those observed in real cases such as the metabolic network of
E. coli as considered in Lacroix et al. [12]. Nevertheless, all
results are presented in the supplementary material.
We can ﬁrst notice just by eye (see Figure 4) that the
normal distribution seems satisfactory for frequent motifs
but the rarer the motif, the worse the goodness-of-ﬁt. The
P´ olya-Aeppli distribution seems to ﬁt quite correctly the
count distribution whatever the motif. These initial impres-
sions are emphasised when we look at the Kolmogorov-
Smirnov distances (see Table 1). The ones for the P´ olya-
Aeppli distribution are always smaller than those for the
normal distribution and sometimes much smaller. In fact,
the distance to the normal distribution is quite large for
very rare motifs (typically when EN(m) ≤ 10). If we
now concentrate on the distribution tails by looking at
the empirical probabilities to exceed the 99% or 99.9%
quantiles qN and qPA, we can also notice that they are
closer to 1% or 0.1% for the P´ olya-Aeppli distribution
than for the normal distribution. For extremely rare motifs,
quantiles qPA for both 99% and 99.9% could not be
correctly calculated because the corresponding P´ olya-Aeppli
distribution is both discrete and concentrated around 0.
The values for the empirical tails provided in the table are
thereforenotmeaningfulinsuchcases,butthankstothevery
small KS distances, we can check that the approximation is
still good. Finally, observe that most of the time the normal
distribution underestimates the quantile (the empirical right
tail is overestimated) leading to false positives.
5. Discussion and Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a new way to assess the
exceptionality of coloured motifs in networks which do not
require to perform simulations. Indeed, we were able to
establish analytical formulae for the mean and the varianceEURASIP Journal on Bioinformatics and Systems Biology 7
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Figure 4: Empirical distributions for the count of motifs {1,2,3}, {1,1,5}, {2,4,4},a n d{3,4,5} in random graphs with n = 500 and
P = .01.Theempiricalmeansare,respectively,615,61,15,and2.Thered(resp.,green)curvescorrespondtotheadhocnormaldistributions
(resp., P´ olya-Aeppli distributions).
of the count of a coloured motif in an Erd¨ os-R´ enyi random
graph model. Furthermore, using simulations, we showed
that the motif count distribution can be quite accurately
approximated with a P´ olya-Aeppli distribution, and that
neither the Gaussian nor the Poisson distributions are
relevant. Altogether, these results now allow to derive a P-
value for a coloured motif without performing simulations.
Clearly, when several motifs have to be tested, which is the
case in the context of motif discovery, one has to control
for multiple testing. A conservative strategy that is classically
used and that we would recommend is then to apply a
Bonferroni correction.
In this work, we did not investigate the case of long
motifs, but we can anticipate that motifs containing sub-
motifs which are exceptional will tend to be exceptional
themselves. This type of phenomenon is also observed for
patterns in sequences and a classical way to deal with it is to
control for the number of sequence patterns of size k −1( b y
using a Markov model of order k − 2), when assessing the
exceptionality of patterns of size k. However, in the case of
networks, the problem is far from trivial and it is unclear,
even for small values of k if the space of random graphs
verifying these constraints will not be too small. In the worst
case, this space may even be reduced to the observed graph
itself.
Also in the case of very rare motifs, the expected
distribution of the count is essentially concentrated around
0. Therefore, a single occurrence of such a motif will often
be suﬃcient for it to be considered as exceptional. If we now
consider the extreme case of a coloured graph, where each
vertex is assigned a diﬀerent colour, then all possible motifs
will be very rare and, therefore, they may all be detected
as exceptional. In practical cases, such as for the network
representing the metabolic network of the bacterium E. coli,
the situation is less dramatic but indeed many colours are
present only once. This issue may be partially addressed
by considering a random graph model, where the colours
and the topology are not independent anymore. This would
allow to discriminate between infrequent poorly connected
colours and infrequent highly connected colours. Motifs8 EURASIP Journal on Bioinformatics and Systems Biology
Table 1: Quality of approximation of the count distribution for n = 500 and P = .01. The empirical mean  EN(m), variance  VarN(m),
and cumulative distribution function  F have been obtained thanks to 10 000 random graphs. ( a,  λ) are the parameters of the P´ olya-Aeppli
distribution. KSN and KSPA are the Kolmogorov-Smirnov distances. For α = 1% then 0.1%, qN is the 1 − α quantile of the normal
distribution (idem for the P´ olya-Aeppli distribution).
α = 1% α = 0.1%
Motif
m
EN(m)V a r N(m)  EN(m)  VarN(m)  a  λ KSN
(%)
KSPA
(%)
qN
1 −
 F(qN)
(%)
qPA
1 −
 F(qPA)
(%)
qN
1 −
 F(qN)
(%)
qPA
1 −
 F(qPA)
(%)
111 1023.65 27462.66 1021.97 27446.53 0.93 73.37 2.40 0.78 1407.4 1.6 1436 1.1 1533.9 0.23 1591 0.12
122 767.74 14941.43 766.05 14660.79 0.90 76.08 2.14 0.65 1047.7 1.5 1068 1.0 1140.2 0.25 1181 0.07
123 614.19 8546.68 615.26 8493.22 0.86 83.12 1.75 0.68 829.6 1.4 845 0.8 900.0 0.18 929 0.08
114 307.09 5729.89 307.77 5807.09 0.90 30.98 3.20 0.71 485.0 1.5 505 0.8 543.3 0.28 583 0.08
134 122.84 1305.02 123.06 1311.64 0.83 21.11 3.43 0.78 207.3 1.8 219 0.9 235.0 0.37 257 0.12
115 61.41 1180.68 61.72 1147.95 0.90 6.30 5.72 0.98 140.5 2.3 160 0.8 166.4 0.57 205 0.06
244 15.35 85.99 15.29 85.57 0.70 4.63 8.73 1.07 36.8 2.4 43 0.8 43.9 0.81 55 0.12
245 6.14 27.76 6.20 28.45 0.64 2.22 12.72 1.27 18.6 2.5 23 0.8 22.7 1.09 32 0.10
345 2.46 6.63 2.51 6.58 0.45 1.39 17.97 0.53 8.5 1.9 11 0.5 10.4 0.77 15 0.09
155 1.23 6.94 1.22 6.74 0.69 0.37 34.23 5.75 7.2 3.3 12 0.6 9.2 1.56 20 0.05
444 1.02 2.46 1.02 2.51 0.42 0.59 27.39 3.80 4.7 2.4 7 0.5 5.9 1.48 10 0.09
355 0.25 0.50 0.25 0.50 0.34 0.16 48.47 0.43 1.9 2.5 3 0.4 2.4 0.96 6 2e-05
455 0.12 0.20 0.13 0.20 0.23 0.09 51.63 0.16 1.2 0.6 2 0.1 1.5 0.65 4 0.03
555 0.008 0.01 0.007 0.008 0.035 0.007 52.61 2e-03 0.2 0.03 0 0.03 0.3 0.03 1 2e-05
containing the latter type of colours would be expected
to have more occurrences and should therefore not be
systematically considered as exceptional when they have a
single occurrence.
More generally, we considered in this paper a very
simple random graph model. Even though we think this
work was necessary to establish a framework for accessing
the exceptionality of coloured motifs, an important step is
now to extend these results to other models of random
graphs which better represent the structure of real networks.
Diﬀerent types of models have been proposed in the liter-
ature for this purpose, for instance, small-world networks,
scale-free networks, preferential attachment models, and
ﬁxed degree distribution models. However, these models do
not provide the probabilistic distribution on edges which
is required to compute the occurrence probability of a
motif and the probability of two nondisjoint occurrences.
Moreover, it has been shown that subnetworks of scale-free
networks lose the scale-free property [19]. This is a real
drawback for modelling biological networks because they
usually correspond to the partial knowledge we have of a
system and are therefore far from complete. An interesting
issue would be to generalise our work to a mixture of
ER random graph models. These models seem indeed
very ﬂexible and are able to ﬁt nicely biological networks
[17].
Finally, we think there is still room for improvement
on the approximation of the motif count distribution.
Indeed, no theoretical evidence has been found so far
supporting the use of a geometric distribution for the clump
size. Analytically, getting the third moment and eventually
the fourth moment of the count could certainly allow to
investigate other distributions.
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